Attitude Criteria
Attendance
Green
Amber
Red

My attendance is over 98%. I always have a good reason for any
absence i.e. illness.
My attendance is 95% or over. I usually have a good reason for any
absence i.e. illness.
My attendance is less than 95%. My reasons are often inappropriate
i.e. ‘shopping/slept in’. I have taken a long term absence in term time.

Punctuality
Green

I always arrive on time and am settled and ready to start learning.

Amber

I usually arrive on time. When I am late I have an explanation. I get
myself settled and ready to start learning quickly.
I am often late for school. I don’t have a reasonable explanation for
why I am late. It takes me a long time to settle down and start
learning. I find ways to delay starting my work and I try to disrupt
other pupils.

Red

Behaviour: Classroom
Green

Amber

Red

I have excellent behaviour. I am respectful, trustworthy and
responsible. I always try to manage distractions. I am very
rarely/never in the red on the behaviour diamond.
My behaviour is acceptable. I pay attention and usually manage
distractions. If I am reminded about my behaviour, I correct it
straight away. I am only occasionally in red on the behaviour diamond.
My behaviour is unacceptable. I am easily distracted and I disrupt
others. I have to be reminded repeatedly about my behaviour. I am
regularly in red on the behaviour diamond.

Behaviour: Non-Classroom
Green
Amber

Red

I have excellent behaviour. I am trustworthy and responsible. I am
friendly and helpful with my peers. I am respectful of authority.
My behaviour is acceptable. I rarely start being disruptive but can
sometimes by distracted by others. I correct it straight away when I
am reminded by an adult.
My behaviour is unacceptable. I frequently break rules and need to be
supervised by an adult. I can be aggressive and bully others. I am
disrespectful of authority.

Effort
Green

Amber

Red

I consistently try hard, pay attention, persevere and complete my
work. I can work independently and collaborate with my peers. I ask
questions about what I am learning and revise my work to improve it.
I usually try hard, pay attention, persevere and complete my work. I
sometimes need reminding to work independently and collaborate with
my peers. I sometimes revise my work to improve it.
I do not put my full effort into my work. I give up easily and often
distract others. I am disruptive in group and partner tasks and often
fail to complete my work.

Home Learning
Green

I always complete my learning log on time and take pride in my work.

Amber

I usually complete my learning log on time and take care over it. I will
work on it at break time to make sure it is finished.

Red

I rarely complete my learning log on time. I do not take care over it.
I do not work on it at break time to make sure it is finished.

Green

I always wear school uniform and indoor shoes. I always remember my
PE kit. I follow the school rules about jewellery.
I usually wear school uniform and indoor shoes. I usually remember my
PE kit and will wear a kit provided if I have forgotten it. I generally
follow the school rules about jewellery.
I rarely wear school uniform or indoor shoes. I often forget my PE
kit and refuse to wear the kit provided. I break school rules about
jewellery.

Uniform

Amber

Red

